Round III - MVP
Libraries that require all MVP feature for go-live. (No more, no less)

Round III - MVP Libraries

All functionality that exists in Round II.

Wentworth (FLO)

Please see this JIRA search for more MVP details.

GBV libraries

Improved Search
Normalized call number search and sort
UXPROD-1655 - Inventory. Search call number (Core functional) - thin thread
CLOSED

UXPROD-2264 - Inventory. Search call number, normalized (Core functional)
CLOSED

UXPROD-2002 - Implement Normalized Call Number for Sorting (LoC Parsing
Only)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

Metadata Management
Exports
Advanced export is not MVP, EDIFACT is not MVP, complex export filters are not
MVP. MVP export is expected to be full export of your data for discovery with simple
filters (from round II) and export based on a prepared list of identifiers.
Exports marked MVP:
Export holdings:
UXPROD-1396 - Generating a simple MFHD from the Inventory
holdings record

OPEN

Export items:
UXPROD-977 - Export Inventory Items to a designated output format
OPEN

Export mapping profile:
UXPROD-2153 - Metadata Export - Mapping Profile - instance, holdings
and items to MARC Bib record

CLOSED

Export job profile:
UXPROD-2153 - Metadata Export - Mapping Profile - instance, holdings
and items to MARC Bib record

CLOSED

Data import
More full featured import than what is available in Round II
Action and mapping profiles
UXPROD-2209 - Bring Action Profiles to life: next work
CLOSED

UXPROD-2075 - MARC Bib Field Mapping Profiles Details for
Inventory records

CLOSED

Import inventory items
UXPROD-185 - Import Orders in MARC format

DRAFT

Import inventory holdings
UXPROD-658 - Import Inventory Items from MARC Bibs:
Create

CLOSED

Editing EDIFACT invoice mapping
UXPROD-1381 - CRUD for EDIFACT Invoice Field Mapping
Profiles

OPEN

Interactive data import/log summary
UXPROD-2200 - Create interactive log-summary of batchload
results, next steps

OPEN

Single record import from OCLC
Not calculated in MVP planning but we believe outside contract will
lead to completion in same timeline as MVP
https://issues.folio.org/browse/UXPROD-2080
Source record storage improvements

Connecting MARC holdings to inventory
UXPROD-1575 - Make Inventory Holdings rely on MARC Holdings (Part 1 of
Connect MARCcat, SRS, and Inventory for MARC Holdings)

OPEN

Acquisitions Requirements
Load orders and invoices from EDI and MARC
UXPROD-185 - Import Orders in MARC format

DRAFT

UXPROD-195 - Import invoice in EDIFACT format (Folijet work)

OPEN

Voucher exports
Facilitate transactions in multiple currencies
The ability to facilitate ordering and invoicing in currencies other than the default
currency is MVP
UXPROD-697 - Ability to facilitate ordering and invoicing in currencies other than
default currency

CLOSED

Resource Access
Remote storage integration module (CAIASoft)
UXPROD-498 - Remote Storage Integration Module (Caiasoft)

BLOCKED

Course reserves
Automatically create overdue fees
UXPROD-109 - Charge automated overdue fines

CLOSED

Automatically aging to lost
UXPROD-87 - Loan: Aged to Lost using SET COST

IN PROGRESS

Create and manage patron blocks
Automated patron blocks (manual patron blocks appear to already exist)
UXPROD-82 - Automated Patron Blocks

CLOSED

UXPROD-390 - CRUD Patron Blocks Limits and Conditions Tables

CLOSED

Recording check-in history and item statuses
UXPROD-2181 - View last check in on item record

CLOSED

View status history on an item appears to be complete, more general circulation log
development is not MVP
UXPROD-283 - View status history on item record (Q4 2019 work)
CLOSED

Z29.50 Support
UXPROD-560 - Z39.50 support MVP

DRAFT

Non-MVP Features expected to be developed in 2020
Acquisitions
Ability to manage donor information within FOLIO
https://issues.folio.org/browse/UXPROD-1018

Technical debt expected to be resolved in 2020
Prevent conflicts via optimistic locking
UXPROD-1752 - Prevent update conflicts via optimistic locking

DRAFT

Support for upgrading schemas without complete reload of data (upgrade in place)
UXPROD-2120 - support for upgrading schemas without complete reload of data
(DB migrations) - rollout + devops

IN PROGRESS

